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Hamburg 17.08.2022  

  

 

 

BUNKER SURCHARGES valid as from 01.09.2022 
 
Dear Valued Customer, 

 

MGO price reviewed based on the last 30 days, used as a reference point in Containerships bunker adjustment 

sliding scale*, reflects a decrease in September. The average MGO price is 14,3 % lower compared to last month 

reference.  

 

Please find bellow bunker surcharges to apply to all shipments with the sailing date as from 01.09.2022 

 
 

BAF IN EUR CURRENCY 
LONG LEG (L) MEDIUM LEG (M) SHORT LEG (S) 

BAF levels as from 01.09.2022 €345/ TEU €271/ TEU €173 TEU 
BAF levels 01.-31.08.2022 €381/ TEU €298/ TEU €191/ TEU 

Variation between September and August BAF 
levels -€36/ TEU -€27/ TEU -€18/ TEU 

 

BAF IN USD CURRENCY 
LONG LEG (L) MEDIUM LEG (M) SHORT LEG (S) 

BAF levels as from 01.09.2022 $380/ TEU $298/ TEU $190/ TEU 
BAF levels 01.-31.08.2022 $442/ TEU $346/ TEU $222/ TEU 

Variation between September and August BAF 
levels -$62/ TEU -$48/ TEU -$32/ TEU 

  

BAF IN GBP CURRENCY 
LONG LEG (L) MEDIUM LEG (M) SHORT LEG (S) 

BAF levels as from 01.09.2022 £293/ TEU £230/ TEU £147/ TEU 
BAF levels 01.-31.08.2022 £328/ TEU £256/ TEU £164/ TEU 

Variation between September and August BAF 
levels -£35/ TEU -£26/ TEU -£17/ TEU 

 

 

 

 

*CONTAINERSHIPS BUNKER SURCHARGE (BAF)  

The BAF (Bunker Adjustment Factor) is a variable amount revised every month, considering the bunker market 

prices. It reflects three (3) tariff levels, according to above country matrix, based on distances and connections 

between Port/country of origin and Port/country of destination. This surcharge is to be considered in addition to 

base freight. Basic freight tariff guideline is available on Containerships web page: 

https://www.containerships.eu/tariffs 

 

The average prices calculations (Base Line and Average Costs) will be based on the average costs of MGO, as 

valued by www.shipandbunker.com - Rotterdam Index To reflect all used types of fuel mixture (VLSFO, IFO380, 

MGO, LNG) we are using on our services, we apply an internal coefficient to the MGO average price. This 

methodology allow us to apply one sliding BAF scale. Standard ROE is used for price conversion into Euro at the 

time of monthly revision. 

https://www.containerships.eu/tariffs
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CONTAINERSHIPS LEG MATRIX 

 
 

 

 

 

Long leg (L)   

Medium leg (M) 

Short leg (S) 

uR = not frequent connections, to be discuss upon request 

 

 

 

Kind regards,  

Containerships Team  


